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Lean Organization: from the Tools of the Toyota Production System to Lean Office (Perspectives in Business Culture)Springer, 2012

	Lean Organization for Excellence describes the right way to implement lean thinking inside both manufacturing and service industries. After explaining the origins of the concept and discussing 'wastes' and value added, the book aims to set out a precise path of action. To this end, the so-called Hoshin Kanri method of defining...
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A History of Video Games in 64 ObjectsDey Street Books, 2018

	Inspired by the groundbreaking A History of the World in 100 Objects, this book draws on the unique collections of The Strong museum in Rochester, New York, to chronicle the evolution of video games, from Pong to first-person shooters, told through the stories of dozens of objects essential to the field’s creation and...
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GenXpat: The Young Professional's Guide To Making A Successful Life AbroadIntercultural Press, 2005
"The first book to deal specifically with the 'GenXpat' generation - the 25-39 age group that typically sets off for the expatriate life when career is their primary consideration. This is my kind of book - it's informative, practical, and you get a real sense that the author knows what she is talking about." Ian Burns of Blackwell's...
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Wireless Data Services: Technologies, Business Models and Global MarketsCambridge University Press, 2004
"[T]his is a quite readable book with lots of interesting nuggets of information..."   Russell J. Haines, Communications Engineer

"This is an excellent book covering all of the current research and development in the wireless industry as well as pointing out what is to come.  A recommended book for all academic...
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Reading Between the Signs: Intercultural Communication for Sign Language Interpreters 2nd EditionIntercultural Press, 2006
Ann Mindess examines a culture not widely understood - American deaf culture. Collectivist and high-context, it contrasts with mainstream individualistic, low-context American culture. Both cultures are examined and the interpreter's role and responsibilities are discussed.

This book provides us with a penetrating look at a subject that,...
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Garbage and Recycling (Introducing Issues With Opposing Viewpoints)Greenhaven Press, 2009

	Indulging in a wide spectrum of ideas, beliefs, and perspectives is a critical cornerstone of democracy. After all, it is often debates over differences of opinion, such as whether to legalize abortion, how to treat prisoners, or when to enact the death penalty, that shape our society and drive it forward. Such diversity of thought is...
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Your Digital Afterlife: When Facebook, Flickr and Twitter Are Your Estate, What's Your Legacy? (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Almost without realizing it, we have shifted toward an all-digital culture. Future heirlooms like family photos, home movies, and personal letters now exist only in digital form, and in many cases they are stored using popular services like Flickr, YouTube, and Gmail. These digital possessions form a rich collection that chronicles our lives...
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Dressed in Dreams: A Black Girl's Love Letter to the Power of FashionSt Martin Press, 2019

	
		"A perfect time to look at the ethos of black hair in America ? and the perfect person to do it is Tanisha Ford" ?Changing America

	
		"Everyone from the shopaholic to the clearance rack queen will see themselves in [Ford's] pages." ?Essence

		

		"Takes...
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Love 'Em or Lose 'Em, Sixth Edition: Getting Good People to StayBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2021

	This sixth edition of the number one bestselling employee retention book in the world (over 800,000 copies sold) puts a new emphasis on diversity and inclusion but keeps the same appealing format: twenty-six simple strategies from A to Z.

	

	Despite booms and busts, technology advances, talent wars, layoffs, and even a...
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Unit Operations: An Approach to Videogame CriticismMIT Press, 2006
"Bogost challenges humanists and technologists to pay attention to one another, something they desperately need to do as computation accelerates us into the red zones of widespread virtual reality. This book gives us what we need to meet that challenge: a general theory for understanding creativity under computation, one that will apply...
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Kundalini YogaDivine Life Society, 2005
Kundalini is the coiled up,dormant,cosmic power that underlies all organic and inorganic matter within us and any thesis that deals with it can avoid becoming too abstract,only with great difficulty.But within the pages of the book,the theory that undelies this cosmic power has been analysed to it's thinnest filaments,and practical methods have...
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Using CiviCRMPackt Publishing, 2011

	Donald Lobo, Michal Mach, and I started CiviCRM almost six years ago. Back then, open source software had gained traction in the operating system arena, but the idea of an open source application designed from the ground up to meet the needs of non-profits and other civic sector organizations was pretty radical. We were convinced that there...
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